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Login and registration

Eco Trainer course
Moodle User Guide
1 Login and registration
In the main screen of http://formacion.ecotrainers.eu/moodle we can find the Log in button in
the upper right part of the screen.
For registration instructions we advise to read the Login and enrollment guide that will explain
the whole process of registration, ex-ante evaluation and courses enrollment. This guide can
be found in the first icon to the left under the header image.

The BuS.Trainers course consists of a total of 200 hours through eight training modules, of 25
hours each.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sustainable Construction.
Certification and labelling.
Materials.
Deconstruction.
Energy efficiency.
Renewable energies.
Life cycle.
Pedagogy.

You can do the complete course, or only the modules you are interested in, or either those that
the system recommends you to go through after the ex-ante assessment. As this training
course is addressed to trainers, the Module 8 Pedagogy is mandatory. This module will provide
you with competences and useful resources for your training activity.
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List of courses (how to navigate)

The realization of this course allows for the accreditation of competencies through the EcoTrainer certification, granted for specific learning experience acquired through the course
or previous learning, and endorsed by the entities participating in this project.

2 List of courses (how to navigate)
Once you log in (supposing you have already done the Ex-ante evaluation and enrolled to the
course or courses indicated), you’ll find yourself in the Dashboard.
On the left part of the screen there’s a navigation menu that will take you to any of the courses
you have enrolled in. This menu can be hidden with the X at the top of the page, left of the
BusTrainers logo. If the menu is hidden there will be a sandwich icon (three horizontal lines),
and pressing it the navigation menu will show up again.

We can also access the courses using the images of the “Recent Accessed Courses” or
“Course Overview” sections.
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Inside a course

3 Inside a course
Once we have accessed a course first of all we will see the general part, with an introduction
text and video, followed by a fact sheet file. We can watch the video just clicking on it. The
same applies to the fact sheet file. After completing the course successfully, the certificate will
be available for download in this section too (under the fact sheet file).
As we can see, the left navigation menu now is different as it was in the Dashboard page.
We can now see the different sections of the course: General, Units, Glossary and Manual.

4 Units
Each course has 3 units (except 8. Pedagogy that has 8 units), that share a common structure:







Title
Description
Objectives of the learning unit
Book (content of the unit)
Activities/Exercises (only when needed)
Exam
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Books (content of the unit)

5 Books (content of the unit)
Inside the books we will find all the content of the unit. Books not only have text, they also have
images, videos, links and virtual reality content.
To navigate through Books we can use the table of contents, located on the right of the screen.
There are sections and subsections, as shown in the image below, and clicking in any of them
you’ll go to the section or subsection selected. You can also use the arrows in the upper or
lower part of the page to the right.
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Activities/Exercises

6 Activities/Exercises
Activities or exercises usually have a file where you can find read what the activity or exercise
consists of. This file is found under the name of the activity, and usually it’s a PDF file.
After reading and doing the activity or exercise we have to upload it by pressing the “Add
submission” button.

After clicking the “Add submission” button the screen will change and we can choose now if
we want to drag and drop the files directly in the blue arrow area saying it to upload them, or
we can use the traditional browsing upload by clicking on the file button in the upper left corner
of the drag and drop rectangle. In any of both cases, after the file is uploaded and showing
there, we have to press the “Save changes” green button.
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Exams

If we select the traditional browsing upload button another screen will pop up. First of all, we
need to select on the left side “Upload a file”. Then, we should press the “Choose file” button,
which will open our computer browser in order to look for the file we want to upload. Once we
select it and we see the file name next to the “Choose file” button, we only need to press the
green button “Upload this file”.

7 Exams
The first screen we will see in the exam section will be an informative panel, with the number
of attempts allowed and the grading method used. We only need to click on the “Attempt quiz
now” button to start the exam.
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Exams

Once the exam starts we have 30 minutes to finish it. In the exam screen we can see on the
right part of the screen the “Quiz Navigation” showing how many questions there are, which of
them are already answered (showing a grey rectangle under the number) and which of them
we are currently seeing (with the frame in bold).

On the left part of the screen we have information about the question, its number, if it has been
answered or not before, and how many points does it count for the final mark if correct.
In the center of the screen we can see the question above and the possible answers we can
select. To select any of them we have to click on the circle on the left of the answer.
To go to the next page, we can use the “Next page” button or click on the next page in the Quiz
Navigation area (on the right).

To finish the exam, we can use the “Finish attempt…” text in the Quiz Navigation area or, if we
are in the last question of the exam, a “Finish attempt…” button will show up where usually we
have the “Next page” button.
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8 Glossary
In the glossary section we will find definitions for lots of words and concepts related to the
course.
We can use the searching bar to look for a specific word or concept, or use the letter index to
check all the entries starting with that letter.
By default, when we arrive to this section we are seeing all the entries in the glossary, and
probably they’ll have more than one page. To move through pages, we can use “Next” and
“Previous” or click directly in the page numbers.
If we would like a printer-friendly version of the glossary we can generate it going to the upper
right corner option for it.
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Manual

9 Manual
The manual is a PDF file with the whole content of the course that can be read or download
just by clicking on the file, the same as with the Fact sheet file in the General section.
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